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Abstract: Every models in the network flow theory aim to increase flow value from the sources to the sinks

and reduce time or cost satisfying the capacity and flow conservation constraints. Recently, the network flow

model without flow conservation constraints at the intermediate nodes has been investigated by Pyakurel

and Dempe [13]. In this model, if the incoming flow to a intermediate node is greater than the outgoing

flow, then the excess flow can be stored at the node respecting its capacity. Moreover, the model works if

sum of the outgoing arc capacities from the source of a network is greater than the minimum cut capacity

and intermediate node has storage capacity. The excess flow has been sent as far as possible from the source.

In two terminal network, the maximum static flow and maximum dynamic flow problems with intermediate

storage have been solved in polynomial time complexities.

Motivated by this work, we study the lexicographic maximum flow problem with intermediate storage

in single source and multiple sink networks by assigning priority ordering. The problem is to maximize the

flow value at each sink in fixed priority ordering and push the excess flow from the source as far as possible

to the intermediate nodes. We present polynomial time algorithms to solve it in both static and dynamic

networks.
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1. Introduction

Network flow theory is applicable to solve various real life problems. One interesting example is the

evacuation planning. After disaster (man made or natural) saving lives from accidental areas (sources) to

safe places (sinks) as quickly and efficiently as possible is very important. The streets between sources and

sinks are considered as arcs that have integer capacities and cost or transit times. The intersections of the

streets are the intermediate vertices that have integer capacities. The group of evacuees passing through

the network is a flow which is to be maximized using existing network capacities. According to different

evacuation models, movement towards the source is not allowed, so road (arcs) towards the sources remain

unused and can be used to increase the flow towards the sinks. The empty arc capacities are managed using

different models and algorithms as presented in [12, 17, 18, 20, 19]. An overview of different approaches to

solve the evacuation planning problem can be found in Dhamala et al.[2]. The network flow theory with

intermediate storage is also the problem of empty arc management so that a maximum flow can be sent

out from the source and pushed them as far as possible by allowing excess flow storage at the intermediate

vertices, [13].
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The maximum flow model introduced by Ford and Fulkerson [4, 5] maximizes the flow gradually from

the source to the sink satisfying the feasibility and flow conservation constraints. According to this model,

maximum flow in the network is equal to the minimum cut capacity. Preflow push algorithm developed by

Goldberg and Tarjan [6] is a counterpart of the augmenting path algorithm of [4, 5] that violates conservation

constraints at the intermediate vertices and pushes excess flow using single arc toward the vertices that are

closer to the sinks. Maximum flow obtained in a network with priority ordering to sinks or sources is

lexicographic maximum flow. We send as much flow as possible to the sink with the first priority. This

value is fixed and again we send maximum flow to the sink with the second priority and so on. Minieka

[11] introduced the lexicographic maximum static flow problem in a multiple source multiple sink network

and solved it in polynomial time complexity. Later, Hoppe and Tardos [7, 8] introduced the lexicographic

maximum flow problem in dynamic network with given priority ordering of the sources and the sinks and

presented a polynomial time algorithm to solve it in the original network. Similarly, Pyakurel and Dhamala

[17] solved the lexicographic maximum static and dynamic flow problems allowing arc reversal capability

in polynomial time complexity. Kamiyama [9] investigated the lexicographic maximum flow at every time

point and presented a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm to solve it. All these problems are solved with flow

conservation at each intermediate vertex. They do not care the excess arc capacities as well as the capacity

of intermediate vertices.

If the inflow into an intermediate vertex is more than outflow, then there will be an intermediate

storage. The possibility of intermediate storage, by placing emergency units on intermediate vertices, to

reduce evacuation time had been discussed by Pyakurel and Dhamala [16, 15]. Recently, Pyakurel and

Dempe [13] investigated the network flow models with intermediate storage that is suitable if sum of the

outgoing arc capacities from the source is greater than the minimum cut capacity of the network. The flow

value equal to minimum cut capacity reaches to the sinks and excess is stored at intermediate vertices. The

model assumes intermediate vertices have enough capacities with lower bound bounded by the sum of arc

capacities incoming to the vertices. It always gives the first priority to the sinks with the assumptions that

the vertices at the longest distance from the source are more safer. The major contribution of their model

is to increase the flow value leaving the source using full capacity of arcs.

They introduced the maximum static and dynamic flow problems with intermediate storage on two

terminal networks and presented polynomial time algorithms to solve them. Moreover, they investigated the

arc reversals approach for this model and introduced the maximum dynamic flow problem with arc reversals

capability. They solved the problem by presenting an algorithm with polynomial time complexity. Moreover,

they showed that the earliest arrival flow with intermediate storage on two terminal series parallel network

can be solved in strongly polynomial time complexity, (see also [14] for detail). They studied the effect of

lane reversals to the problem and solved it with the same complexity. Khadka and Bhandari [1, 10] also

considered the non-conservative aspect of the network flow problem, however, a theoretical validity proof

and an experimental verification are lacking.
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In order to show the importance of the intermediate storage,

we consider an example with source s, intermediate vertex p and two

sinks d and t as in figure. Two paths s-p-t and s-p-d carry 12 and 8

flow units, respectively if we do not allow intermediate storage. By

using excess capacity from s to p, we can send 5 units more when

we allow intermediate storage. If s is more risk area and we have

to make empty it as soon as possible, then excess flow storage at

intermediate vertices with sufficient capacity is very important.

Authors in [13, 14] used the lexicographic properties of [11] and [8] to solve the static and dynamic

maximum flow problems with intermediate storage in single source and single sink network, respectively. In

this paper, the lexicographically maximum flow problem with intermediate storage is investigated indepen-

dently. We present a polynomial time algorithm that gives the three layers of priority ordering. We introduce
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the lex-maximum static and dynamic flow problems with intermediate storage having fixed priority ordering

and solve them with polynomial time algorithms in the original network.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we develop some mathematical notations,

give network formulations and describe the flow models with intermediate storage. We introduce the lex-

maximum static flow problem with intermediate storage in Section 3 and present a polynomial time algo-

rithm. The lex-maximum dynamic flow problem with intermediate storage is introduced and solved it with

a polynomial time algorithm in Section 4. This paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

Let V be the set of n vertices, A be the set of m arcs, s be a single source and I = {hy : y = 1, 2, . . . , l}
and D = {dx : x = 1, 2, . . . , r} be the set of intermediate vertices and multiple sinks, respectively. Each

arc e = (i, j) ∈ A is associated with the capacity function u : A → Z+ which determines the maximum

amount of flow that is to be transship from vertex i to j. For each intermediate vertex h ∈ I, the function

v : I → Z+ determines the holding capacity that permits maximum amount of flow to be stored. With these

data, we obtain a static network N = (V,A, u, v, c, s, I,D) in which each arc has a function c : A→ Z+ that

gives required cost for one unit of flow from vertex i to j along the arc (i, j). If the cost is considered as time

function on each arc as τe : A→ Z+ gives the time required to travel flow along the arc e = (i, j), then the

network is dynamic one. The transit time means if one unit of flow is pushed from the vertex i at time θ along

the arc (i, j) after θ+τe time it reaches vertex j. Sometime we are given a predetermined time T with in which

all the flow should be shifted from a source to the sinks. Our dynamic network is N = (V,A, u, v, s, I,D, τ, T )

with the set of discrete time T = {0, 1, 2, . . . , T} . For any vertex i, the set of incoming and outgoing arcs

are denoted as: Ai↑ = {e ∈ A : e = (j, i), j ∈ V } and Ai↓ = {e ∈ A : e = (i, j), j ∈ V } respectively. In

general, no arcs enter the source and exit from the sinks so As↑ = ∅ and AD↓ = ∅

2.1. Flow models. All the flow models without intermediate storage do not address the problem of using

excess capacity than the minimum cut. If total amount of flow outgoing from the source is more than the

capacity of minimum cut then all flow can not reach the sinks. The excess flow either do not leave the source

or hold at intermediate vertices so that we can push back to the source. Here, we consider the flow models

with intermediate storage presented in [13] that use the excess capacity of arcs and vertices to push flow as

maximum as possible from the source.

Let f : A → R+ be a static flow of value val(f) and f(h) : I → Z+ be the amount of flow stored in

the intermediate vertices. The objective is to maximize

(2.1) val(f) =
∑
e∈As

↓

f(e) =
∑
e∈AD

↑

f(e) +
∑

h∈I, v(h)>0

f(h)

in which total amount of flow outgoing from the source is equal to the sum of total amount of flow reaching

to the sinks and amount of flow stored at intermediate vertices. Notice that the amount of flow that reaches

the sinks is equal to the minimum cut capacity and therefore it is the flow value given by the flow models

without intermediate storage, [5].

Now, Objective 2.1 is to be maximized under the flow conservation constraints with intermediate

storage 2.2 together with the feasibility condition on the arcs and vertices given by 2.3 and 2.4.

f(h) =
∑
e∈Ai

↑

f(e)−
∑
e∈Ai

↓

f(e) ≥ 0 , ∀h ∈ I(2.2)

0 ≤ f(e) ≤ u(e), ∀e ∈ A(2.3)

0 ≤ f(h) ≤ v(h), ∀h ∈ I(2.4)

A dynamic flow g of value val(g, T ) in discrete time T is a function g : A × T → R+. A maximum

dynamic flow with intermediate storage maximizes the value val(g, T ) given in the objective function 2.5
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satisfying the conservation constraints with intermediate storage 2.6 and the feasibility constraint on arcs

2.7 and vertices 2.8,[13, 14].

val(g, T ) =
∑
e∈As

↓

T∑
σ=0

g(e, σ) =
∑
e∈AD

↑

T∑
σ=τe

g(e, σ − τe) +
∑

h∈I, v(h)>0

g(h, T )(2.5)

g(e, θ) =
∑
e∈Ai

↑

θ∑
σ=τe

g(e, σ − τe)−
∑
e∈Ai

↓

θ∑
σ=0

g(e, σ) ≥ 0, ∀h ∈ I, θ ∈ T(2.6)

0 ≤ g(e, θ) ≤ u(e, θ), ∀e ∈ A θ ∈ T(2.7)

0 ≤ g(h, θ) ≤ v(h, θ), ∀h ∈ I θ ∈ T(2.8)

where g(h, θ) : I ×T→ Z+ is the amount of flow storage in intermediate vertices in time θ.

When we wish to maximize the flow at each time period θ ∈ T, the flow is earliest arrival flow (EAF)

with value:

val(g, θ) =
∑
e∈As

↓

T∑
σ=0

g(e, σ) ≥
∑
e∈AD

↑

T∑
σ=τe

g(e, σ − τe)(2.9)

satisfying the conditions 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8

3. Lex-maximum static flow with intermediate storage

In this section, we investigate the lex-maximum static flow problem with intermediate storage. Before

this, we discuss the procedure to find priority ordering in our network.

We have given s-D network N = (V,A, u, v, c, s, I,D). First we fix the priority ordering of all i ∈ V \{s}
in three layers. We assume that flow can not be stored at intermediate vertices if their holding capacity

is less than the sum of the capacity of incoming arcs. For this, we explore the ordering according to Al-

gorithm 3.1. First layer gives the priority order for sinks dx ∈ D,x = 1, 2 . . . , r and second layer for all

hy ∈ I, y = 1, 2, . . . , l with v(h) ≥
∑
e∈Ai

↑
ue > 0 separately. Third layer combines previous two layers giving

first priority to first layer and second priority to second layer. We adopt the concepts of [13] to find the

priority ordering.

Algorithm 3.1. Three layers for priority ordering

Input: Network N = (V,A, u, v, c, s, I,D)

(1) First layer priority ordering

• For each sink dx ∈ D, determine the minimum distance dis(s, dx), x = 1, 2, . . . , r.

• If dis(s, d1) < dis(s, d2) < · · · < dis(s, dr), set priority ordering as (dr, dr−1, . . . , d2, d1).

• If dis(s, dj) = dis(s, dk) for some j 6= k, set priority order arbitrarily.

(2) Second layer priority ordering

• For each intermediate vertex h with v(h) > 0, determine the minimum distance dis(s, hy) for

y = 1, 2, . . . , l.

• If dis(s, h1) < dis(s, h2) < · · · < dis(s, hl), set priority ordering as (hl, hl−1, . . . , h2, h1).

• If dis(s, hj) = dis(s, hk) for some j 6= k, set priority order arbitrarily.

(3) Third layer priority ordering

• Set first priority ordering to layer (1) and then layer (2).

Output: Priority ordering

Lemma 3.2. Algorithm 3.1 computes priority ordering in polynomial time.

Proof. In the first layer the minimum distance of sinks from source can be obtained in O(n2) times using

Dijkstra algorithm [3] and their priority ordering can be obtained in linear time. Similarly second layer can

be performed with same complexity as the first layer. Finally, the third layer operation requires only the

linear time. Thus, computing priority ordering can be performed in polynomial time complexity. �
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Definition 3.3. If we have D1 ⊆ D2 ⊆ D3 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Dr ⊆ D, then the lexicographically maximum flow on

the sinks with intermediate storage is the maximal flow that delivers V (Dx) units into each of the subsets

Dx, for x = 1, 2, . . . , r and V (Iy) units flow that does not reach the sinks will be stored in the intermediate

vertices Iy for y = 1, 2, 3, . . . , l where r + l < n.

In order to solve the problem, we have to fix the priority of multiple sink of our network using first

layer priority ordering of Algorithm 3.1. With this priority ordering, we can solve the lex-maximum static

flow problem without intermediate storage using algorithm of [11]. As we are solving the problem with

intermediate storage, we fix the priority ordering of intermediate vertices using the second layer priority

ordering of Algorithm 3.1. Then, we maximize the flow in two level, i.e., with the first layer priority ordering

in first level, and with the second layer priority ordering in second level. But the intermediate vertices are

not sinks. They have only sufficient capacities to store flow. Then, we consider these vertices as virtual

shelter with same capacities and priority ordering.

For each vertex h ∈ I, with v(h) > 0, we create a virtual shelter (vertex) h′ and a virtual arc (h, h′)

with capacity u(h, h′) = v(h) = v(h′) and c(h, h′) = 0 time (cost). Virtual vertices h′ ∈ I ′ are considered

as sinks and follow the priority ordering of the corresponding vertices h ∈ I. With the new virtual vertices

and arcs the network is transformed as N ′ = (V ′, A′, u′, v′, c, s, I,D′) where V ′ = V ∪ I ′, A′ = A∪{(h, h′)},
u′(i, j) = u(i, j) ∪ {u(h, h′)}, v′(h) = v(h), and D′ = D ∪ I ′. Now we have the priority ordering

{d1} ⊂ {d1, d2, } ⊂ · · · ⊂ D ⊂ D ∪ {h′1} ⊂ D ∪ {h′1, h′2} ⊂ · · · ⊂ D ∪ I ′ = D′.

Thus, our network is converted into a single source multiple sink network with priority ordering. Now

we can adopt the algorithm of [11] to solve the lex-maximum flow problem without intermediate storage.

Let valmax(D′) be the total amount of flow that can enter the sinks D′. Then, valmax(D′) is the sum of

the flows that goes from source to the each sinks D ∪ I, which is the lexicographically maximum static flow

(LMSF) on the sinks that satisfies the flow conservation constraints at the intermediate vertices as well as

feasibility condition. With this solution, the virtual sinks and arcs are removed from the network and flows

that are on virtual sinks are shifted to the corresponding intermediate vertices. Hence we obtain the LMSF

with the intermediate storage. For more detail, we present Algorithm 3.4.

For the simplicity, we may assume that each intermediate vertices h ∈ I with v(h) > 0 are acting as

virtual sinks h′ ∈ I ′ with the respective priority ordering where I ′ is the set of virtual sinks.

Algorithm 3.4. Lex-maximum static flow with intermediate storage

Input: Network N = (V,A, u, v, c, s, I,D)

(1) Fix priority ordering using Algorithm 3.1.

(2) Construct transform network N ′ = (V ′, A′, u′, v′, s, I,D′) with virtual sinks.

(3) Compute the maximum flow at each sinks of D′ in the priority ordering of Step 1.

(4) Transform the flow in original network by removing the virtual vertices and arcs.

Output: Lex-maximum static flow with intermediate storage on N .

Lemma 3.5. Algorithm 3.4 always gives the feasible solution to the lex-maximum static flow problem with

intermediate storage.

Proof. Algorithm 3.1 always gives the feasible solution, so, Step 1 of Algorithm 3.4 is feasible. As the virtual

sinks have same priority ordering and capacities of their corresponding intermediate vertices, and virtual

arc capacities are bounded by vertex capacities, the construction of transform network is feasible in Step

2. Step 3 always gives feasible maximum flow at each sink according to [11], so it is feasible. At last,

the transformation of solution from virtual network to the original network does not violate the feasibility

constraints. Thus, our Algorithm 3.4 is feasible. �

Theorem 3.6. An optimal solution to the lex-maximum static flow problem with intermediate storage can

be obtained in polynomial time.
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Proof. We prove this theorem in two steps using Algorithm 3.4. First we show its feasibility verification and

then its optimality proof. From Lemma 3.5, Algorithm 3.4 is feasible.

Now we have to prove the optimality of the algorithm. Step 1 fixes the priority ordering of sinks as well

as intermediate vertices in polynomial time complexity. For the existence of flow conservation constraints at

the intermediate vertices, we consider the intermediate vertices h ∈ I as virtual sinks h′ ∈ I ′ with respective

priorities and construct the transform network N ′ = (V ′, A′, u′, v′, c, s, I ′, D′) in linear time as in Step 2.

Then, we compute the priority based maximum flow at each sinks in D′ using algorithm of [11]. At first,

we consider a sink with first priority and use a maximum flow algorithm to get maximum flow satisfying

flow conservation constraints. Considering this flow as initial flow, we obtain the residual network where

capacity is defined as:

uf (i, j) =

{
u(i, j)− f(i, j) for all (i, j) ∈ A
f(i, j) for all (j, i) ∈ A

Flow is augmented along the s−D′ paths in residual network and gradually increases in each iteration. If

there are no flow augmenting paths for the current sink, the obtained flow is maximum [4]. Next time, we

consider the sink of the second priority and follow the same procedure. We solve the maximum flow problem

at each sink with its priority ordering. Hence we obtained lex-maximum static flow on the transformed

network without intermediate storage. Finally we transfer the flow accumulated in the virtual vertices to the

corresponding intermediate vertices as in [13] that gives the lexicographic maximum flow with intermediate

storage. The transformation can be done in liner time.

The complexity of the algorithm is determined by Step (3) as Steps (1), (2) and (4) can be obtained in

polynomial time. With the solution procedure of [11], Step (3) can be obtained in polynomial time. Thus,

the time complexity of Algorithm 3.4 is polynomial time. �

Example 3.7. We take a single source multiple sink network as in Figure 1 (a) where s is the source,

D = {t, d} is set of sinks and the set of intermediate vertices I = {p, q, r}. The set of arcs is A =

{(s, p), (s, q), (s, r), (r, p), (r, q), (r, d), (r, t), (p, t), (q, d)}. Assume that p, q and r have capacity 20, 25 and 15

units whereas source and sinks t, d have sufficient capacities. Each arc is associated with capacity and cost,

for example, arc (s, p) has capacity 6 and cost 2 per unit flow. Outgoing arcs from source can send 23 units

flow which is more than the minimum cut capacity 17, so lexicographic maximum flow with intermediate

storage is acceptable.

The minimum distance of sinks from the source are dis(s, d) = 2 and dis(s, t) = 3. Since dis(s, t) >

dis(s, d), sink t is in first priority and then d. On the same way, intermediate vertices have priority order q, p

and r. To apply maximum flow algorithms, we set virtual shelters (considered as sinks) p′, q′ and r′ for the

intermediate vertices p, q and r with the same holdover capacity and priority ordering. The virtual network

has the set of vertices V ′ = V ∪ I ′ where I ′ = {p′, q′, r′}, A′ = A ∪ {(p, p′), (q, q′), (r, r′)} and D′ = D ∪ I ′

and s is the source.

We consider a super sink d∗ and connect each sink with it by an infinite capacity arc at zero time(cost)

as in Figure1 (c). Lexicographic maximum flow based on priority ordering is calculated with the solution

procedure of [11].

The sinks t and d receive 10 and 7 units flow. Similarly, the virtual sinks q′ and p′ receive 4 and 2

units flow that is shifted to q and p. Hence, maximum flow out of the source is 23 units out of which 17

units reaches the sinks and 6 units is stored at intermediate vertices.
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Figure 1. (a) Given network (b) Network with virtual vertices (c) Trans-

formed network (d) Lex-maximum flow with intermediate storage

4. Lex-maximum dynamic flow with intermediate storage

Flows associated with the time parameter in network are dynamic where each arc is associated with

travel time together with capacity. Flow requires time to pass over the arcs and arc capacities changes over

time. For a given time period T , the maximum dynamic flow problem is to obtain maximum value val(g, T ).

But the lex maximum dynamic flow (LMDF) problem is to obtain the feasible flow that lexicographically

maximizes the amount of flow in each of the terminals in priority basis. The LMDF problem was introduced

and solved polynomially in which flow is conserved at each vertex [8].

In this section, we address LMDF problem with intermediate storage in a single source multiple sink

network N = (V,A, u, v, s, I,D, τ, T ).

Definition 4.1. Let N = (V,A, u, v, s, I,D, τ, T ) be a dynamic network. The LMDF problem with interme-

diate storage on N is to find the feasible maximum flow at each sinks with fixed priority ordering and pushes

the excess flow as far as possible from the source on the intermediate verticess respecting their capacities.

Recall that Pyakurel and Dempe [14, 13] used the lex-maximum dynamic flow algorithm to solve

the maximum dynamic flow and earliest arrival flow problems with intermediate storage on two terminal
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general network and series parallel network, respectively. Here, we are presenting independent lex-maximum

dynamic flow algorithm, Algorithm 4.2 to solve the LMDF problem with intermediate storage. However, we

adopt their solution technique to solve it.

First, we fix priority ordering of sinks and intermediate vertices as in Algorithm 3.1. The network

transformation with arc and vertex capacities are carried out as in static case. Transit time on the virtual

arc τ(h, h′) is assumed to be zero and the vertex capacity is v(h) ≥
∑
e∈Ai

↑
ue > 0. On the transformed

network, we solve the lex-maximum dynamic flow problem without intermediate storage by using algorithm

of [8]. Then virtual arcs and vertices are removed to transfer the flow in to original network that gives

LMDF with intermediate storage.

Algorithm 4.2. Lex-maximum dynamic flow with intermediate storage

Input: Network N = (V,A, u, v, s, I,D, τ, T )

(1) Set priority ordering using Algorithm 3.1.

(2) Construct transform network N ′ = (V ′, A′, u′, v′, s,D′, τ, T ) with virtual sinks.

(3) Compute the maximum flow at each sinks of D′ in the priority ordering of Step 1 using algorithm

of [8].

(4) Transform the flow in original network by removing the virtual vertices and arcs.

Output: Lex-maximum dynamic flow with intermediate storage on N .

Before we prove the correctness of our algorithm, we overview shortly how the algorithm of [8] works

at Step 3. The lex-maximum dynamic flow algorithm of [8] gives LMDF without intermediate storage in

polynomial time complexity. Its implementation procedure is as follows: introduce a super terminal vertex

s∗ and join it to each of the terminals si, i = 1, 2, . . . , k such that u(s∗, si) =∞ and τ(s∗, si) = 0. Consider

this network as N k+1 where gk+1 is a zero flow. Now for each iterations i = k, k − 1, . . . , 2, 1, we choose a

terminal si. If si is a source remove the arc (s∗, si) to get a network N i and determine min cost max flow

from s∗ to si. If si is a sink add an arc si, s
∗ with u(si, s

∗) = ∞ and transit time −(T + 1). Mark this

network as N i and find min cost circulation f i. In both cases consider time as cost. Update gi as gi+1 + f i.

If βi is the standard chain decomposition of fi, then the set of chains αi = αi+1 + βi gives the accumulated

chain flows. The LMDF is achieved when α = α1.

Theorem 4.3. An optimal solution to the LMDF problem with intermediate storage can be obtained in

polynomial time.

Proof. Algorithm 4.2 is feasible since all the steps are feasible. Now, we prove its optimality. The complexity

for Priority ordering of sinks and intermediate vertices in Step 1 is polynomial. Step 2 constructs the

transform networkN ′ = (V ′, A′, u′, v′, s, I,D′, τ, T ) in linear time. The transformed network contains virtual

sinks h′ ∈ I ′ for each h ∈ I so the intermediate vertices satisfy flow conservation constraints. Now, our

network is reduced to the multi-sink network with priority ordering. In this transformed network, we use the

algorithm of [8] and compute priority based maximum flow at each of the sinks D′. Min cost circulation is

applied to the residual network repeatedly k times, where k is the number of terminals. Hence, lex-maximum

dynamic flow is obtained in transformed network without intermediate storage inO(k×(m logn(m+n logn)))

time complexity, where O((m logn(m + n logn))) is the complexity to run a minimum cost circulation.

Finally, the flow accumulated at virtual sinks is shifted to corresponding intermediate vertices as in [13]. At

original sinks, the obtained flow is equal to the LMDF and excess flow is storage at intermediate vertices.

Thus we obtain the LMDF with intermediate storage.

Steps 1, 2 and 4 can be accomplished in polynomial time, so Step 3 determines the complexity of our

algorithm. Algorithm in [8] computes Step 3 in polynomial time. Hence, Algorithm 4.2 has polynomial time

complexity. �

Example 4.4. Let us consider a network in Figure 1 (a) with T = 5. LMDF can be obtained with Algorithm

4.2 as follows. For each intermediate vertices virtual shelters (sinks) are created with same priority ordering

and convert the network into a single source single sink as in static case. Now, we obtain the LMDF without
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intermediate storage using Step (3) of Algorithm 4.2. Sinks t and d receive 24 and 15 units flow. Similarly,

virtual sinks q′, p′ and r′ receive 22, 20 and 14 units flow that are shifted the the original vertices q, p and

r to obtain LMDF with intermediate storage.

5. Conclusions

We have studied the network flow theories from literature satisfying flow conservations as well as with

intermediate storage. We considered a single source multiple sink network and investigated the flow models

with intermediate storage for priority based maximum flow problem. We focused our study on two issues:

setting priority ordering to the sinks and intermediate vertices, and obtaining maximum flow in the network

with intermediate storage with that priority ordering. We developed an algorithm to determine the priority

ordering of the sinks and intermediate vertices. If the outgoing arc capacities of a network is greater than

the minimum cut capacity, the excess arc capacities can be used to push extra flow from the source to

wards the intermediate vertices. To address this problem, we investigated lex-maximum static problem

with intermediate storage and presented polynomial time algorithm to solve it in single source multiple sink

network. Similarly, we introduced the lex-maximum dynamic flow problem with intermediate storage in the

network and presented polynomial time algorithm to solve it.

To the best of our knowledge, we have introduced and solved these problems for the first time. Further,

we are interested in the flow management stored at the intermediate vertices. This approach plays a vital

role in evacuation as additional evacuees can be shifted from the disastrous areas.
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